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Abstract

In this essay I address the notions of motivation and self-deception by exploring the value of philosophy in the context

of addiction treatment. More specifically, in this essay I explore the notion of philosophy as a way of life as a recovery

pathway for individuals in addiction recovery. My hypothesis is that philosophy as a way of life can be a compelling, and

legitimate recovery pathway for individuals in addiction recovery, as one of many recovery pathways. I will focus

on logic-based therapy (LBT) applied in the context of addiction recovery. The aim of presenting a case study is to

show how a client receiving LBT is provided with techniques and a worldview that can contribute to a philosophically

oriented recovery program. In the case study the client was advised to apply the moral philosophy of Friedrich

Nietzsche as an uplifting philosophical framework to counteract his unproductive worldview and fallacious thinking.

Considering that there is an ostensibly low efficacy rate for the treatment of addiction, articulating the value of

philosophy as a way of life as a recovery pathway provides a conceptual and methodological framework for the

development of novel philosophically-based addiction treatment and recovery-oriented programs–thus expanding the

treatment and recovery options available for those seeking recovery from addiction.

Definitions

Addiction
Defined by Addiction Ontology

Recovery
Defined by National Cancer Institute

“Every man takes the limits of his own field of vision for the limits of the world.”

(Arthur Schopenhauer, Parerga and Paralipomena)

 

The behaviour of individuals in active addiction are often a mystery to those that are non-addicted. Those close to

addicted individuals are perplexed by their substance use and the consequences it causes. They may often wonder how

the addict can be so self-deceived as to not fully see the devastation their substance use is causing. The notion of self-

deception is often brought up in discussions or literature about addiction and its treatment. 
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In philosophy there are conflicting points of view about the concept of self-deception. Many of these points of view draw

from or are similar to a narrow conception offered by Bishop Butler in Fifteen Sermons Preached at the Rolls Chapel

(1726).[1] He defined self-deception as intentionally holding contradictory beliefs. In the 1700’s there was no widely held

conception of the unconscious or psychological defense mechanisms. Therefore, the person who held such contradictory

beliefs is failing in some way, because she is intentionally believing something which cannot be true. Because of their

intentionally they are to blame. This old view of self-deception in the context of addiction is not uncommon. And therefore,

addicted individuals are frequently stigmatized with blame – as being immoral or weak-willed.

 

Several modern conceptions of self-deception have jettisoned the intentionality component of self-deception, allowing for

a more nuanced approach. For example, Alfred Mele,[2] proposes that for an individual to display self-deception they do

not intentionally have to hold contradictory beliefs, but instead provides an account of self-deception where the individual

may relate to evidence in a motivationally biased manner. He points out that confirmation bias can underlie self-deception,

which is when we are motivated to have a certain belief and favour evidence that supports that belief, which dismissing or

minimizing evidence that does not support that belief. In short, self-deception involves motivated false belief. 

 

Mele’s account of self-deception is more congruent with the phenomenological experiences of addicted individuals.

Individuals struggling with addiction are motivated to not see themselves as addicted, and they deny or minimize the

consequences of their addiction. Addicted individuals may develop many types of defenses that fuel their self-deception

and sustain their addiction. Thus, addiction treatment normally places a strong emphasis on confronting the addicted

individual’s self-deception. Moreover, in line with Mele’s account of self-deception, addiction treatment typically has a

strong emphasis on motivation. Addiction counsellors uses various techniques to confront self-deception and increase

motivation towards recovery.

 

In this essay I address the notions of motivation and self-deception by exploring the value of applied philosophy in the

context of addiction treatment.[3] More specifically in this essay I explore the notion of philosophy as a way of life as a 

recoverypathway for individuals in addiction recovery.  My hypothesis is that philosophy as a way of life can be

a compelling, and legitimate recovery pathway for individuals in addiction recovery. I will focus on logic-based therapy

(LBT), a philosophical counseling method developed by Elliot Cohen,[4] applied in the context of addiction recovery. I will

explore how the techniques and virtues in LBT can contribute to a philosophically oriented recovery pathway for

individuals in addiction recovery. In short, I present the argument that applied philosophy and philosophical counselling

techniques can combat self-deception and increase motivation towards recovery for individuals in addiction recovery.

 

Philosophy as a Way of Life
In ancient Greece, "philosophy was a mode of existing-in-the-world, which had to be practiced at each instant and the

goal of which was to transform the whole of the individual's life."[5] In the ancient world philosophy was "a method of

spiritual progress which demanded a radical conversion and transformation of the individual's way of being."[6]
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Philosophy was more than merely an intellectual pursuit - it was as a way of life.

 

In addition to philosophy being a practice of "transformation of the individual's way of being," a philosophical therapy was

also practiced in the Graeco-Roman period. The philosophical therapy of emotions, as a distinct genre of writings, became

well-established in Graeco-Roman culture during the Hellenistic and post-Hellenistic periods, and underlying these writing

was a well-developed body of social practice, i.e., a philosophical therapy that treated mental health disorders.

 

Since the time of the ancient Greeks, philosophy has transformed from a "mode of existing-in-the-world" into an abstract-

theoretical activity. However, more recently philosophers like Pierre Hadot and Michel Foucault have contributed to a

resurgence of interest in the Hellenistic philosophies as arts of living and of philosophy as a way of life and

transformational practice.[7] Moreover, both Hadot and Foucault, "have suggested that historians of philosophy have

failed to recognize the extent to which the Greco-Roman therapeutic model of philosophy has shaped important strands of

modern European philosophy."[8]

 

In this essay I explore the notion of philosophy as a way of life as a recovery pathway for individuals in addiction recovery.

 My hypothesis is that philosophy as a way of life can be a compelling, and legitimate recovery pathway for individuals in

addiction recovery, as one of many recovery pathways. 

 

Considering that there is an ostensibly low efficacy rate for the treatment of addiction, articulating the value of philosophy

as a way of life as a recovery pathway provides a conceptual and methodological framework for the development of novel

philosophically-based addiction treatment and recovery-oriented programs–thus expanding the treatment and recovery

options available for those seeking recovery from addiction.

 

There are few books that promote the value of philosophy in addiction recovery,[9] and that foster a conversation between

philosophy and Twelve-step spirituality,[10] and there has been recent interest in philosophies like Stoicism as Recovery

approaches. Moreover, philosophical metatheories like integral metatheory have been applied as conceptual frameworks

in developing recovery programs.[11] But to the best of my knowledge, there are no books or research published that

specifically argue for philosophy as a way of life (as articulated by the Hellenistic philosophers, Hadot and Foucault) as a

legitimate addiction recovery pathway.[12]   

 

In the next section I provide a brief overview of LBT and then discuss a LBT case study with a client suffering from a

substance use disorder. In the case study the client is advised to apply the moral philosophy of German philosopher

Friedrich Nietzsche as an uplifting philosophy and philosophical antidote to counteract his counterproductive worldview

and fallacious thinking. The aim of presenting a case study is to show how a client receiving LBT is provided with

techniques and a worldview that can contribute to a philosophically oriented recovery program. It is beyond the scope of

this article to provide a comprehensive discussion, and for the sake of brevity only one aspect of the client's worldview

and thinking is addressed.  
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Overview of Logic-Based Therapy
Cohen sums up LBT by explaining that 

The keynote of the theory is that counselees disturb themselves emotionally and behaviorally by deducing self-

defeating, unrealistic conclusions from irrational premises in their practical reasoning. LBT accordingly provides

the critical thinking tools for constructing counselees' faulty reasoning; identifying and refuting its irrational

premises; and constructing philosophically enlightened antidotes to these premises, guided by a corresponding set

of "transcendent virtues…"[13]

 

The methodology of LBT is defined in six steps: (1) identify the emotional reasoning; (2) check for fallacies in the

premises; (3) refute any fallacy; (4) identify the guiding virtue for each fallacy; (5) find an uplifting philosophy that promotes

the guiding virtue; and (6) apply the philosophy by implementing a plan of action for the client. According to Cohen these

"six steps provide a rational framework for confronting problems of living."[14]

 

In the context of addiction recovery, the guiding virtues, and philosophical antidotes of LBT could also serve an underlying

psychodynamic purpose for recovering addicts. Many addicts suffer from various degrees of narcissistic wounding, which

can cause a regression/fixation to the stage of the archaic, nuclear self.[15]  The narcissistically regressed/fixated

individual often has a need for omnipotent control, a characteristic of the grandiose self. In active addiction, such power is

sought through fusion with an omnipotent selfobject (drug of choice) and manifests as impulsivity.[16] Once in recovery,

this need for control will initially manifest as the obsessive-compulsive personality traits of ritual and rigidity. Without some

clear recovery structure (guiding virtues and philosophical antidotes can provide psychic structure) and the absence of the

previously idealized selfobject (drug/s of choice), the narcissistically regressed individual will be subject to massive

anxiety, stemming from fear of fragmentation of self and empty depression, which reflects the scantiness of psychic

structure and good internal objects. 

 

The internalization of the guiding virtues taught in LBT (which share many similarities to the spiritual principles of Twelve-

step programs) can help satisfy the need for ritual and rigidity in a healthy way and once this recovery structure is

internalized, it will help build much needed psychic structure.[17]

 

A Logic-Based Therapy Case Study
To provide an example of the usefulness of LBT for individuals in recovery in providing techniques and a worldview that

can contribute to a philosophically oriented recovery program, I will provide a brief overview of a LBT session case study

of a client suffering from a substance use disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The client, Jurie (not his real

name), is a 25-year-old professional musician. One of Jurie's main obstacles to sustained recovery is that he has a pattern

of relapse after experiencing disappointments when his expectations are violated. The most recent incident was a relapse

after he did not get a booking that he felt sure he would get. His expectation was that his band would be booked for
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several performances, but instead the manager of the club did not book his band again after their first performance and

booked another band instead. Soon after being informed, he had a drink which progressed to a three-day crack-cocaine

binge.

 

In our session after his relapse, he lamented about his inability to stay abstinent. After exploring the antecedents to his

relapse, it became clear that he has a pattern of relapsing after experiencing a disappointment. It became apparent that he

had a tendency for existential perfectionism.  Cohen states that existential perfectionism involves demanding that bad

things must not happen in the world and when the world fails to live up to one's idealized image of it one perceives the

world to be all bad.[18]

            

Step One: Identify the Emotional Reasoning

The first step of LBT can generally be described as Socratic and phenomenological. It is Socratic in the sense that it is a

dialogue consisting of open-ended questions, and phenomenological in the sense that it focusses on the experiences and

interpretations of the counselee. Cohen describes this step as one "in which the counselor attempts to get inside and

resonate with the counselee's subjective world so that she is better able to help the counselee bring the relevant data to

the fore…[it] gives the counselee an opportunity to describe, phenomenologically, how he is feeling."[19]

 

This first step consists of two sub-steps: (1) finding the elements of the counselee's emotional reasoning, and (2)

constructing the practical syllogism comprising the counselee's emotional reasoning. 

 

Finding the elements of the counselee's emotional reasoning. 

Cohen identifies emotional reasoning as, an emotion (E) that is defined by its rating (R) and its intentional object (O), thus

obtaining the following formula: E = (O + R).

 

During my dialogues with Jurie, his intentional object began to emerge. It became clear that he experienced frustration,

resentment, and anger when events did not live up to his expectations. There are several more aspects to his reasoning,

but for the sake of simplicity I will only focus on this one aspect of his emotional reasoning. The emotions that I identified

during the conversation with Jurie were anger, frustration, as well as an attitude of resentment.

 

Constructing the practical syllogism comprising the counselee's emotional reasoning.

 According to LBT, the arguments that underlie our emotions and behaviors are practical syllogisms, which possess a

major premise (rule), minor premise (report), and a conclusion, wherein the conclusion is a practical outcome (an emotion

and/or behavior).

 

In constructing the syllogism underlying Jurie's emotional reasoning I will apply the form of deductive inference (modus

ponens), which can be stated in terms of the intentional object      (O) and rating (R) of the emotion: 

     (Rule) If O then R 
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     (Report) O 

     (Conclusion) Therefore R 

 

In Jurie's case the intentional object is what he is angry and resentful about––not getting the gig. The rating is how the

intentional object is evaluated by Jurie. Thus: 

     (Rule 1) Bad things must not happen.

     (Rule 2) Therefore, if bad things happen, then the world itself is bad.

     (Report) A bad thing happened.

     (Conclusion) Therefore, the world is bad.

 

Step Two: Check for Fallacies in the Premises

 In this step, the counselor identifies the fallacies in the counselee's premises. The cardinal fallacy I identified from my

dialogue with Jurie is demanding perfection or more specifically existential perfectionism.

 

The fallacy of demanding perfection can often lead to what Nietzsche referred to as ressentiment. Men of

ressentiment are, says Nietzsche, "cellar rats full of revenge and hatred" and conceal "a whole, vibrating realm of

subterranean revenge."[20] Brian Leiter describes the psychological state of ressentiment as one produced by "a state of

affairs that is both unpleasant to the affected person and one which he is powerless to alter through physical action."[21]

In Leiter's definition we see here how a frustrated expectation is related to ressentiment. Nietzsche dealt with the notion of

ressentiment in his book The Genealogy of Morality and his book can be considered therapeutic as it discusses this issue

and points out how to combat it. 

 

In the Big Book of Alcoholics Anonymous it reads, “resentment [is] the number one offender, and that it destroys more

alcoholics than anything else.”[22]  When we look at the etymology of the word “resentment” it derives from “re-sentiment,”

with “re-indicating” something repeating itself and “sentiment” related to feeling. Resentment can thus be understood quite

literally as “feeling again,” especially in terms of a habitual recycling of perceived injustices towards us and those

accompanying feelings. Simply put, resentment binds us in a kind of emotional enslavement to the offending person or

event. The root word in Latin, addictus, means “slave,” hence, addiction might best be understood as being bound, or

enslaved by any substance, behavior, or attitude that is ultimately self-defeating in the long-term. Therefore, for recovering

addicts the value of dealing with resentments and avoiding a state of ressentiment cannot be overstated.

 

Step Three: Refute any Fallacy

 For this step I applied a Socratic approach to help Jurie see why his premises are irrational. I helped him see that his

demand for existential perfection is unrealistic and fuels his addictive cycle.

 

We discussed that a common theme in existential philosophy and Buddhism. From a Buddhist perspective, suffering or

dukkha is caused by our unwillingness to accept the world as it is and our insistence on trying to make it fit our
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expectations or fantasies. Addiction is, in essence, a refusal to accept things as they are and an attempt to avoid the

reality of suffering. An important aspect of recovery is realizing the inevitability of suffering and learning how to cope with it

in a healthy way. Philip Flores summed up this existential predicament of the alcoholic by stating;

 

Many existential writers believe that in such a confrontation between the realistic acceptance of the world as it is

and the self-centered demands for unlimited gratification, reason would prevail and the individual would choose

more realistically between the alternatives—continued unhappy struggles with old patterns of expectations or

authentic existence with expanded freedom of choice and responsible expression of drives and wishes. With

Socrates, we argue to 'know thyself.' In this fashion, AA members are taught to believe that the authentic

existence advocated by the AA program holds the key to self-examination, self-knowledge, emancipation, cure,

and eventual salvation.[23]

 

Step Four: Identify the Guiding Virtue for Each Fallacy 

Even though a counselee on an intellectual level can see the fallacies in his emotional reasoning this does not mean that

he may still not be prone to acting out the deeply ingrained irrational arguments. At this stage of the process the value of

identifying a guiding virtue for each fallacy is to provide a counterpoint to achieve sustainable change in emotional

reasoning and behaviour. LBT provides a guiding virtue for each of the cardinal fallacies that are designed to counteract

it. 

 

Cohen states that these "virtues are aspirational in character and therefore not duties that set down the barebones of

requirement. They are rational "oughts" rather than "musts"; they challenge counselees to strive toward realization of what

is excellent in human reality. They are ideals, however, and never fully actualizable. They are long-term, life aspirations,

wherein there can be both progress and backsliding."[24]

 

For (existential) demanding perfection, the corresponding guiding virtue is unconditional life acceptance, which is the

ability to accept imperfections in realities inherent everyday life. Practicing unconditional life acceptance can lead to an

attitude, what Cohen refers to as, of metaphysically security.[25] The metaphysically secure person accepts the

imperfections of reality. 

 

In certain cases, cognitive dissonance may be so great when fallacious thinking is refuted that it can threaten the stability

of the self and could in extreme cases lead to fragmentation and annihilation of the self. Consequently, the value of

replacing faulty beliefs with guiding virtues cannot be overstated. According to founder of self psychology Heinz Kohut,

unconscious impulses and fantasies were seen by him as a defense against a deeper fear of disintegration and

fragmentation of the self.[26] He is of the opinion that selfobject functions provides the fortification against fragmentation.

Although the original selfobjects are the organizing functions provided by the child's caregivers, as adults we also tend to

form organizations with a wide variety of linguistic, cultural, image-based and behavioral selfobjects. He implied that the

threat of fragmentation (when deeply held beliefs are challenged) may be ever-present, even in relatively healthy
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personalities where a cohesive self has been established. Furthermore, Kohut indicated that fragmentation anxiety may

emerge at crucial moments of psychic change, when an existing maladaptive selfobject organization is about to be given

up.  Pathological structures or patterns of object-relating and systems of beliefs may be clung to, because change may

threaten fragmentation of the self. Thus, dysfunctional internal working models of relationships, as well as irrational

systems of belief may be tenaciously retained because these structure the person’s experience. 

 

These guiding virtues can help counselees slowly change maladaptive beliefs for more adaptive beliefs without significant

threat to the stability of the self.

 

Step Five: Find a Philosophy for the Guiding Virtue

 Once guiding virtues have been identified it points the way for choosing philosophical perspectives which can provide

antidotes to the fallacious beliefs, as well as a vehicle for promoting these guiding virtues. Cohen states that the

“appropriateness of a given philosophy for a counselee will depend, in part, on whether it is congenial, that is, consistent

with other beliefs in the counselee’s belief system. A congenial philosophy needs to align with the guiding virtue that is

keyed to and counteracts a given fallacy.”[27]

 

As a philosophical perspective for the guiding virtue of unconditional life acceptance, I selected aspects of

Nietzsche’s moral philosophy and his notion of amor fati as an uplifting philosophy to counteract existential perfectionism.

[28] Amor fati is a Latin phrase that may be translated as “love of fate” or “love of one’s fate”. It is used to describe an

attitude, similar to metaphysical security, in which one accepts everything that happens in one’s life, including suffering

and loss.

 

This refusal to regret and retouch the past is heralded as a virtue at many points in Nietzsche’s work. In his book, The

Gay Science, written during a period of great personal hardship for the philosopher, Nietzsche writes: 

I want to learn more and more to see as beautiful what is necessary in things; then I shall be one of those who

makes things beautiful. Amor fati: let that be my love henceforth! I do not want to wage war against what is ugly. I

do not want to accuse; I do not even want to accuse those who accuse. Looking away shall be my only negation.

And all in all and on the whole: some day I wish to be only a Yes-sayer."[29] 

 

And, a few years later, in Ecce Homo Nietzsche writes: 

My formula for greatness in a human being is amor fati: that one wants nothing to be different, not forward, not

backward, not in all eternity. Not merely bear what is necessary, still less conceal it… but love it.[30]

 

I find Nietzsche's philosophy useful in the context of addiction recovery as his conceptualization of philosophy "as

therapy," and as an ensemble of spiritual exercises and techniques of askesis (self-transformation), can be developed into

a Nietzschean-based addiction recovery program and pathway. This is based on the premise that Nietzsche's philosophy

"is a kind of eudaimonistic teaching that aims at a healing of individuals and the cultures they inhabit by way of self-
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perfection," and that he "believed that philosophy is something to be lived rather than to be stated and thought."[31] Horst

Hutter (2006), who articulates Nietzsche's philosophy through the lens of Hadot's account of Hellenistic philosophies as

arts of living in his book Shaping the future: Nietzsche's new regime of the soul and its ascetic practices, argues that only

by understanding Nietzsche's books as a means of self-transformation can we make sense of his philosophy, he remarks

that 

Nietzsche was steeped in ancient philosophy and that he derived his understanding of philosophy from the

ancients. Thus, he never considered "doctrines" to be more than instruments of philosophy, and he thought writing

to be subservient to speaking. His books hence do not contain his "philosophy" but point to a philosophy to be

lived and experienced on the basis of specific ascetic practices.[32]

 

Moreover, according to the Michael Ure, Foucault claimed that Nietzsche was part of a group of nineteenth-century

German philosophers whose goal was to revive the Greco-Roman model of philosophy as an "art of living" in contrast to

an enduring effort to purge it from philosophy.[33] Ure, in his book Nietzsche's therapy: Self-cultivation in the middle

works, succinctly articulates the Nietzschean view of philosophy's import, and states that it "is a way of transforming one's

life, and so it is how one lives and dies that is the measure of the value of philosophy."[34]

 

Guiding Virtues as a Prophylactic Against Ideological Possession. 

I have previously proposed that ideologies are psychoactive and potentially addictive.[35] 

‘Ideology addiction’ can be understood as a type of ideological possession and zealotry, with adverse consequences for

the individual and society. An individual in the grip of an ideology addiction exhibits behaviour common to all addicted

people. Simply put, from a psychodynamic perspective ideology addiction can be understood as a pathological relationship

with an ideology that provides a misguided solution to narcissistic injury and shame. An ideology addict often engages in a

fundamentally narcissistic project, including misguided attempts at self-repair and satisfaction of archaic narcissistic

needs. The individual with narcissistic injury often seeks self-objects that provide psychic scaffolding.[36] Ideology can be

understood as a selfobject that provides critical psychic structure, and transports individuals into a transmogrified fantasy

world of ‘intoxicating fantasies.’

For example, in the context of the extreme political ideologies I will argue that there is narcissistic transference at play as

a causal factor in determining an individual’s choice of extreme political positions. Although extreme ‘left’ political

ideologies, like communism, and extreme ‘right’ political ideologies, like national socialism, presents itself conceptually as

two opposing ideological positions - from a psychological perspective I will argue that the logical and conceptual content of

these ideological positions are superfluous, as the psychological dynamics that motivates both its adherents are similar.

At the roots lies a form or archaic narcissism that leads to the mode-of-being of ressentiment (in the Nietzschean sense)

and a yearning for a future utopia, and what distinguishes the extreme left from the extreme right is the type of narcissistic

transference each applies to soothe their unstable inner worlds.

 

Although national socialism and communism represent opposites on the political spectrum, they have more commonalities

than differences. English philosopher Sir Roger Scruton states: “the public ideology of communism is one of equality and
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emancipation, while that of fascism emphasizes distinction and triumph. But the two systems resemble each other in all

other aspects”.[37] I agree that communism and fascism share important structural similarities. To think otherwise 

is to betray the most superficial understanding of modern history … Communism, like fascism, involved the

attempt to create a mass popular movement and a state bound together under the rule of a single party, in which

there [would] be total cohesion around a common goal … Both aimed to achieve a new kind of social order,

unmediated by institutions, displaying an immediate and fraternal cohesiveness.[38]

 

Both ideologies believe that a particular form of collectivist utopian society should be pursued. Both involve a particular

conception of social relations cohering around a common goal, guided by a prior historicist vision. Both ideologies believed

that utopia can be achieved though piecemeal social engineering. In his book The Poverty of Historicism, Austrian-British

philosopher Sir Karl Popper criticized historicist attempts to foretell the future, arguing that social experiments based on

such theories were doomed to failure, because human history is strongly influenced by the growth of knowledge, and we

cannot predict the future growth of scientific knowledge.[39] Popper warned that we should be wary of the “selflessness”

of collectivist ideologies: 

Collectivism is not opposed to egoism, nor is it identical with altruism or unselfishness. A collectivist can be a group

egoist. He can selfishly defend the interest of his own group, in contradistinction to all other groups. Collective

egoism or group egoism (e.g., national egoism or class egoism) is a very common thing. That such a thing exists

shows clearly enough that collectivism as such is not opposed to selfishness.[40]

 

Like Popper, Eric Hoffer reminds us to be wary of the selflessness of “true believers.” He states:

The burning conviction that we have a holy duty toward others is often a way of attaching our drowning selves to a

passing raft ... There is no doubt that in exchanging a self-centred for a selfless life we gain enormously in self-

esteem. The vanity of the selfless, even those who practice utmost humility, is boundless.[41]

 

Mele’s account of self-deception is often exemplified in how individuals retain cherished political and religious ideologies.

Scruton states that “[m]ost important is the way in which ideology of the kind I discuss [in Fools, Frauds, and Firebrands]

insulates itself against criticism, regards non-believers as a threat, and refuses to examine evidence coming from outside

the closed circle of gratifying ideas” (personal communication, 5 August 2018). I see “burying one’s head in the sand” as a

protective mechanism against narcissistic mortification and fragmentation or annihilation of the self. The ideological beliefs

of narcissistically disturbed individuals may serve as a “psychic prosthesis” for a feeble and unstable self; any threat to

their ideology is experienced as a direct attack on the self, evoking powerful archaic fears of psychic fragmentation and

annihilation. To maintain psychic homeostasis such individuals will do everything in their power to refute an attack of

reality and eliminate the threat.

 

Step Six: Apply the Philosophy

In the previous stages the counselee developed the philosophical and conceptual foundation to make positive changes in

their behavioral and emotional responses. However, there is still very likely a cognitive dissonance present between the
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counselee's new rational way of thinking and ingrained irrational beliefs. Cohen (1) explains that step six of LBT consist of

three further sub-steps: (1) identifying the counselee's behavioral reasoning, (2) building a plan of action, and (3)

implementing the plan of action.

 

Identifying the counselee's behavioral reasoning

 Cohen (n.d.) explains that in this sub-step "the behavioral implications of the counselee's irrational beliefs need to be

carefully unpacked and a behavioral plan of action based on the counselee's new antidotal wisdom needs to be created.

In other words, there needs to be behavioral as well as cognitive changes.”[42] In unpacking Jurie's behavioral reasoning,

I helped him to see what he is deducing in the way of prescribed actions from his conclusion. This behavioral reasoning

takes the form of a behavioral prescription (P) deduced from the justification (J) and a behavioral rule (If J then P): 

             

     If J then P 

                 J 

                 So, P 

     Thus: 

     (Behavioral Rule) When things do go my way, use substances to feel better. 

     (Justification) Things are not going my way.

     (Behavioral Prescription) Use substances to feel better. 

 

Building a plan of action

As part of step six a plan of action will be agreed upon that is based on the philosophy that was chosen in the fifth step.

That is, an opposing set of behavioral rules can be deduced from the philosophy.

 

In the above interchange I helped Jurie to draw out the implications of Nietzsche's philosophy in building a plan of action.

In short, I helped Jurie to construct behavioral reasoning using Nietzsche's philosophy as major premises: 

 

     (Behavioral Rule) When things don't go my way, unconditionally accept my fate (i.e., unconditionally accept that bad

things happen to me. 

     (Justification) Things are not going my way. 

     (Behavioral Prescription) So, unconditionally accept my fate. 

 

Implementing the plan of action

This state of cognitive dissonance between the first two rational syllogisms and the third irrational one can be resolved by

building and exercising willpower. Cohen's view on willpower shares similarities with existential philosophy and Twelve-

step philosophy. He states that LBT 

maintains that people have the capacity to exercise willpower in order to make constructive changes in their

lives…This includes, within limits, the ability to overcome tendencies to overreact behaviorally and emotionally to
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external events; as well as the ability to suspend, or change primary emotional responses to situations that may be

creating problems for clients (for example, traumatic events).[43] 

 

It is important to note the emphasis that LBT places on willpower. LBT acknowledges the notion of irrational

psychodynamic forces and behavioral patterns, as well as socio-political influences, on behaviour, and the fact that we

have personal agency means that to a significant extent we can change our emotional and intellectual worlds and thereby

have control over our behavior. 

 

Socially deterministic approaches to addiction have increasingly gained traction. I would ascribe this phenomenon to the

rising influence of social justice perspectives in the human and social sciences. This view or rather ideology holds a

radically deterministic view of addiction (and human nature), based on the premise that social pathologies are addiction's

'root cause'. The pitfall here is when social factors, which of course contribute to patterns of drug use, are considered

determinate.[44]

 

Nobody would deny that there are socio-economic factors that influence an individual's behavior. But when we adopt a

deterministic view of human existence, we risk conceptualizing individuals as being without agency or without the

resilience to overcome obstacles, and thus do injustice to human nature and the individuals we purport to help. A socially

deterministic view of addiction implies that individuals have little or no free-will, are psychologically homogenous, and are

at the mercy of their environment. Most crucially, by adopting a socially determined view the consequent solutions will be

equally socially determined and at odds with many of our basic human rights.[45]

 

Behavioral recommendations

As part of Jurie's LBT behavioral protocol in developing a Nietzschean-based recovery program, that will be incorporated

into his existing recovery practices, I suggested bibliotherapy. I recommended two of Nietzsche’s books for Jurie: (1) On

the genealogy of morality,[46] and Human, all too human: A book for free spirits.[47] I will also suggest Ure' book

Nietzsche's therapy: Self-cultivation in the middle works.[48] These readings can assist Jurie in reinforcing his behavioral

prescription developed earlier in this step. 

 

Considering that Jurie is part of a Twelve-step fellowship I pointed out that the notion of "Just for Today" propagated in

Twelve-step meetings shares similarities with the guiding virtue of unconditional life acceptance. Moreover, the Twelve-

step program is fundamentally a set of philosophically oriented “spiritual exercises,” as outlined by Hadot, in his book

Philosophy as a way of life: Spiritual exercises from Socrates to Foucault, - and the Twelve-step program can be

conceptualized as a modern articulation of the ancient Greek view of philosophy as a method of "transformation of the

individual's way of being."

 

Conclusion
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In this essay I addressed the notions of motivation and self-deception by exploring the value of philosophy in the context

of addiction treatment. More specifically I explored the notion of philosophy as a way of life as a recovery pathway for

individuals in addiction recovery. My hypothesis was that philosophy as a way of life can be a compelling, and legitimate

recovery pathway for individuals in addiction recovery, as one of many recovery pathways.

 

I focused on LBT applied in the context of addiction recovery. The aim of presenting a case study was to show how a

client receiving LBT is provided with techniques and a worldview that can contribute to a philosophically oriented recovery

program. In the case study the client was advised to apply the moral philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche as an uplifting

philosophical framework to counteract his unproductive worldview and fallacious thinking. 

Considering that there is an ostensibly low efficacy rate for the treatment of addiction articulating the value of philosophy

as a way of life as a recovery pathway provides a conceptual and methodological framework for the development of novel

philosophically-based addiction treatment and recovery-oriented programs–thus expanding the treatment and recovery

options available for those seeking recovery from addiction.

 

I future research I will explore the Twelve-step fellowships as a form of “philosophical community, ” and articulated various

instances of philosophy as a way of life for addiction recovery.
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